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Crime Prevention & Community Safety: 
Kinds of knowledge relevant to practice

• Know crime – definitions of offences

• Know-about crime problems – causes, 
consequences etc 

• Know-what works to reduce crime

• Know-how to put into practice 
• Know-when to act – relative to other activities

• Know-where to distribute resources
• Know-why – symbolism, values, politics, ethics

• Know-who to involve and how 

Vorführender
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I want to start off by giving a wider picture. One of my main interests has been how to capture and transfer knowledge of good practice in crime prevention and community safety.  There are  several key aspects to this:Know crime – definitions of offencesKnow-about crime problems – causes, consequences etc Know-what works to reduce crime Know-how to put into practice Know-when to act – relative to other activitiesKnow-where to distribute resourcesKnow-why – symbolism, values, politics, ethicsAnd finally, today’s  topic,Know-who to involve and how



Who delivers crime prevention?
• Most crime prevention & community safety 

interventions are delivered indirectly by ‘civil’ 
organisations and individuals, not professional 
preventers in police, local government, youth services

• The role of the professionals is mostly to mobilise or 
work in partnership with the civil world, so that the 
professionals involve other parties in implementing
the intervention or otherwise supporting it

• Even direct implementation may require professional 
partnerships to span divisions of labour & bring 
together complementary perspectives/ resources

• Yet a focus on intervention alone misses this key 
dimension of knowledge for practice, delivery and 
policy
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Most crime prevention & community safety interventions are delivered indirectly by ‘civil’ organisations and individuals, not professional preventers in police, local government, youth servicesThe role of the professionals is mostly to mobilise or work in partnership with the civil world, so that the professionals involve other parties in implementing the intervention or otherwise supporting itEven direct implementation may require professional partnerships to span divisions of labour & bring together complementary perspectives/ resourcesYet a focus on intervention misses this key dimension of knowledge for practice, delivery and policy



Who delivers crime prevention?
• Consider these ‘methods’ on a typical ‘shopping list’ of 

preventive actions:
– Police on patrol
– Crime prevention publicity campaign: ‘lock it or lose it’
– Installation of security clips in bars to prevent theft of 

customers’ bags
– Outreach activities aimed at young people on streets
– Communities That Care
– Neighbourhood Watch

• They all involve professionals, citizens and 
organisations in very different ways

Vorführender
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Consider these ‘methods’ on a typical ‘shopping list’ of preventive actions:Police on patrolCrime prevention publicity campaign: ‘lock it or lose it’Installation of security clips on the tables in bars and cafes  to prevent theft of customers’ bagsOutreach activities aimed at young people on streetsCommunities That Care – which we will be hearing about shortlyNeighbourhood  Watch schemesThey all involve professionals, citizens and organisations in very different ways.



Different kinds of involvement
• Police on patrol

– Professionals Implement Intervention themselves
• Crime prevention publicity campaign

– Professionals Involve public, who then Implement 
the Intervention themselves (they buy, fit and 
operate window locks)

• Installation of security clips in bars to prevent 
theft of customers’ bags
– Designers create Intervention, and Involve others 

Implementing it: bar managers (installation), 
customers (use)

Vorführender
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Let’s look at these in more detail:Police on patrolProfessionals Implement Intervention themselves – watching out for suspicious  or illegal behaviour on the streets.Crime prevention publicity campaignProfessionals Involve the public, who then Implement the Intervention themselves  ( for example they buy, fit and operate window locks)Security clips in barsDesigners create Intervention, and Involve others Implementing it: the bar managers  buy and install the clips, the customers use them



Different kinds of Involvement
• Outreach activities to young people on streets

– Youth workers Involve (recruit) young people in   
co-Implementing their own treatment (Intervention)

• Communities That Care
– CTC professionals mobilise/partner local civil 

professionals, and together both mobilise citizens 
and local organisations to Implement Interventions 
drawn from a ‘what works’ menu

• Neighbourhood Watch
– Citizens mobilise selves, to work in partnership with 

police, to Implement Interventions incl. surveillance

• The reality is even messier!

Vorführender
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Here are the rest:Outreach activities to young people on streetsYouth workers Involve young people in co-Implementing their own treatment Intervention (in other words they go out and recruit the young people, who then join in the beneficial activities of the youth centre) Communities That CareCTC professionals mobilise, or act as partners, of local professionals in education, youth or leisure services for example.  Acting as a team they then mobilise citizens and other local organisations to Implement Interventions drawn from a tested ‘what works’ menuNeighbourhood WatchCitizens mobilise themselves, to work in partnership with the police, to Implement Interventions including surveillanceIn all these cases the reality is even messier!  For example, the outreach activity may not just serve as mobilisation: the outreach workers may themselves act as positive role models for the young people, which means they are part of the Intervention too.



Involvement is certainly more complicated 
than this, although it is a good start

Vorführender
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A familiar model of crime and crime prevention is the Crime Triangle – offender, target or victim, and place. In recent formulations, each of these has an associated ‘crime preventer’ role – handlers of offenders (for example parents who may stop their child stealing), guardians of targets or victims, and managers of places. This is a good start  for teaching practitioners, but Involvement is far more complicated than this.  Let me give you an example from our own work in the field of designing products against crime.



Grippa clips – preventing theft of 
customers’ bags in bars

Vorführender
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As one illustration of the complexity of Involvement, consider the humble Grippa clip. We have designed this clip at the Design Against Crime Research Centre, with the purpose of reducing theft of customers’ bags when they are seated at tables in bars. We trialed the clips in  London and Barcelona. The design work went fine, but  unfortunately  the ‘people’ side  caused a lot of problems. 



Grippa clips – aspects of 
‘Involvement failure’

• Senior management of bar company agreed to 
let us trial the clips

• Then many of them were ‘let go’ and we were 
passed to more junior management

• We piloted prototype clips in 4 bars, and found 
that the public:
– Liked the designs and the concept, but
– Didn’t actually use them!
– Customers  unaware of what clips for and how to 

use them

Vorführender
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The senior management of  the bar company agreed to let us trial the clips – then many of them were ‘let go’ and we were passed to more junior management, who were not so influential in the companyWe piloted prototype clips in 4 bars, and found that the public  a) liked the concept and the design – but b) didn’t want to use them!One issue was perhaps customers’ awareness of what the clips were for and how to use them.



Problems in Involvement

• Card hangers to alert and inform 
customers without scaring them 

• Hangers kept ending up on floor
• Bar staff not well-informed or motivated 

to care for customers
• Little communication of purpose of 

project from regional managers to  
individual bar managers

• Just before main evaluation in 13 bars, 
bar company pulled out of entire 
project due to the recession…

Vorführender
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So we designed these printed card hangers, which tried to alert and inform the customers without scaring them about  crime.Unfortunately the hangers kept ending up on the floor, and the bar staff did  not like picking them up and re-hanging them. We redesigned the clips with a bag image visible on the clip itself.But more generally the bar staff seemed not very well-informed or motivated to help take care of their customers – perhaps this is not surprising as it is a low-paid job with a high turnover of staff.There also seemed to be very little communication of the purpose of the project from regional managers to  individual bar managers, Although we held a successful briefing session for the managers , these soon changed posts.Finally, just before our main carefully-designed formal controlled evaluation in 13 bars, the bar company pulled out  of the entire project due to the recession…We learned a lot of  practical lessons but did not manage to get the impact evidence  we had hoped for.



We need frameworks to help understand 

and deliver Involvement

Vorführender
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The difficulties and complications of this project, with multiple stakeholders and ‘duty-holders’, and long implementation chains, illustrates why we need more sophisticated frameworks to help us research, plan, teach about and deliver involvement of crime prevention  in the civil world. So the rest of my talk will briefly introduce some of the frameworks that I’ve previously developed.



Institutional settings
Crime Prevention

ExtrajudicialJudicial

Parajudicial Civil

Vorführender
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The first thing to note is where ‘civil’ crime prevention fits in the range of institutional settings.‘Judicial’ crime prevention, enforcement or repression is that which is delivered through the formal operation of the  Criminal Justice System in supplying deterrence and incapacitation.‘Extrajudicial’ crime prevention is all the rest.This is divided into two subsidiary domains:‘Civil’ prevention involves making changes in the everyday world of families, schools, work, the built environment, product design, the economy and the culture, to reduce the risk of crime and reduce the incidence of criminality.‘Parajudicial’ prevention is in some ways similar to civil prevention, but it is done by CJS-related agencies. Here, the agencies are not directly applying formal criminal justice, but  using their skills, experience and special legal powers for example in police patrol work, supporting neighbourhood watch schemes, diverting young people from the courts and perhaps supplying some kinds of treatment such as anger-management classes.



The 5Is framework
Sharing good practice 

in crime prevention

Vorführender
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Institutional settings apart, as some of you may know I have been developing a wider framework for capturing knowledge of good practice in crime prevention – the 5Is. This covers Involvement of citizens, among much else. In fact, it aims to cover all the kinds of crime prevention knowledge I listed at the beginning. 



MPLEMENTATION

NVOLVEMENT

MPACT

NTELLIGENCE

NTERVENTION

The Five Is
The tasks of the Preventive 
Process

Vorführender
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 Intelligence is about gathering and analysing information on crime problems and their causes and consequences.   Intervention is about action to block, disrupt or weaken those causes and risk factors, in ways which wherever possible are evidence-based and appropriate to the crime problem and the context.  Implementation involves making the practical methods happen - putting them into action on the ground.  Involvement covers mobilising  and making responsible other agencies, companies and individuals in the community to play their part in implementing the intervention, and it also covers the more symmetrical partnership.  Finally, Impact, cost-effectiveness and process evaluation. 



Involvement

• Involvement comprises:

– Partnership – Interagency or with residents, 
organisations

– Mobilisation – Organisations, companies, 
departments, volunteers

– Climate-setting – Background relations – public trust, 
interagency trust, mutual expectations

– Outreach – Getting young people as potential 
offenders to participate voluntarily in 
own treatment

Vorführender
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Looking more closely at  Involvement, 5Is divides this into :Partnership –  this may be of the Interagency kind or with residents, organisations, companies etcMobilisation –  this is less symmetric and  we can mobilise organisations, companies, departments or volunteers to undertake particular crime prevention tasks, or take on roles with particular crime prevention responsibilities.Climate-setting –  this is about establishing supportive background conditions for specific crime prevention interventions to succeed  – public trust, interagency trust, creating appropriate mutual expectations, making it more widely acceptable for example to develop positive solutions for young offenders  rather than just punish themOutreach –  Getting young people as potential offenders to participate voluntarily in their own treatment, for example by joining that youth centre.I will just focus here on Mobilisation but there’s a lot more on partnership, of course, not least in the Council of Europe project that some of us including  the European Forum were involved with a few years ago.
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5Is Involvement - Mobilisation

• Clarify crime prevention roles/ 
tasks to achieve

• Locate appropriate preventive 
agents

• Alert them
• Inform them
• Motivate them
• Empower them - increase capacity
• Direct them - objectives, standards

Vorführender
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Mobilisation involves several linked activities :Clarify the crime prevneiton tasks that need to be achieved or roles taken on (for example delivering Intervention, specific facilitation of interventions by others, or more general climate-setting). Locate the preventive agents – identify institutions and individuals with the appropriate qualities to carry out the CP tasks, because of their assets (such as their competences; their wider resources including staff; and significant positions of influence), their acceptability for the role and their interests. Once located, secure their cooperation and enhance their performance in pursuit of the designated goals by doing several things:Alerting and Informing them about  the crime problem, that they or others might be affected by it, that they might be contributing to its cause and/or might be capable of contributing to its prevention Motivating them to take on the CP task – this could be through inherent acceptance of its value, through exercise of responsibilities and duties, through self-interest in its achievement or through compliance with external incentives and sanctions linked to regulations and standards.Empowering them –  this is about building capacity and alleviating constraints by supplying operational resources such as funds, staff and information;  appropriate legal powers; competence; and technical aids). (  and possibly Directing them through objectives and standards, including quality standards.Given the way society works, we are unlikely to succeed by atomistic approaches that rely on influencing individual agencies in isolation.  This CLAIMED approach has to bring together a range of agencies in an integrated system of influence and support.  And to establish a receptive climate. Finally, this is the point at which the fine detail of how we mobilise people and organisations has to connect with, and be reconciled with, the rights and duties of citizens – those being mobilised, and those affected by the actions of  mobilised people . For example, empowerment should have a second edge – checking that powers granted are not exceeded through over-zealous actions such as vigilantism. Or snooping.



5Is – Involvement – Mobilisation 
Irish Youth Centres

• Clarify crime prevention roles/ tasks – expert supervisor for 
motorcycle project, volunteer youth centre staff, community rep

• Locate appropriate preventive agents – trawl organisations eg angling 
societies such as Dublin Angling Initiative, and local angling enthusiast

• Alert them  that they may be causing crime and/or could help prevent it

• Inform them – challenge joyriding audience behaviour by showing video 
of consequences to stop them acting as crime promoters

• Motivate them – get children off parents’ hands… in extreme 
circumstances pressure parents to send yp to youth centre by arranging 
conditional stay of eviction order

• Empower them – increase capacity – training staff/volunteers 

• Direct them - objectives, standards – Health & Safety/ Child safety rules

Vorführender
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Here are some examples which I gleaned on a visit to some Irish youth centres a couple of years ago.Clarify crime prevention roles/ tasks – expert supervisor for motorcycle project, volunteer youth centre staff, community representativeLocate appropriate preventive agents – trawl organisations and volunteers for help  - in one case where the plan was to take deprived children on fishing trips they asked  for assistance from angling societies, and managed to find a local angling enthusiast.Alert  and Inform them –  undertaking both of these actions where young people were stealing cars and screaming round their housing estate they worked with the adult residents, who were actually providing a ‘crime-promoting’ audience for the joyriders.  They showed them a video of the consequences  of accidents etc which stopped their support.Motivate them  - in extreme circumstances  youth centre managers applied pressure to parents to send their kids to the youth centre, by promising that if they did this, they would not be evicted from their house (which they were being threatened with for other reasons)Empower them – training for staff/volunteers Direct them – applying Health & Safety/ Child safety rules in volunteerr-run centres



Involvement
• Partnership

• Mobilisation

• Climate setting

5Is: Detailed structure of task streams

CLAIMED

• Clarify

• Locate

• Alert

• Inform

• Motivate

• Empower

• Direct

5Is
• Intelligence
• Intervention

• Implementation

• Involvement
• Impact

Vorführender
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This just gives you an overview of the 5Is structure – how each of the main ‘task streams’ is divided into subsidiary ones.  Of course, there is a lot more, which you can see on our website and in a book which will be published  hopefully later this year.Well, as many of you are practitioners you probably already knew about the complexity and the challenge of the ‘people’ side of crime prevention and community safety. But I hope I have given you some  tools for thinking, planning and communicating about how to tackle the people issues. Just as important, a structure for sharing and steadily increasing that knowledge so we can improve our practice and extend its scope.Thank you.
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END OF PRESENTATION:
REST OF SLIDES MAY COME UP IN 

DISCUSSION
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Crime 
Prevention 
via product 

design
Product x User/ 
Service Provider

Performance 
of product

Product x Disposer

Product x Installer 

Product x Purchaser

Product x Distributor

Marketer

Manufacturer

Designer

Design 
Decisionmaker

Non-Crime 
Prevention 

goals -
competing or 

conflicting

Delivering cost 
effective and 

sustainable Crime 
Prevention:

How to alert and 
motivate designers 
and empower their 

performance?

Reducing Crime by Design - a Succession of Performances
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CR at every stage - crime by designer - pirating etc



Partnership: the definition for COE
• Partnership is an institutional arrangement that shades 

into a philosophy  
• It is a way of enhancing performance in the delivery of 

a common goal
– by the taking of joint responsibility and 
– the pooling of resources 
– by different agents, whether these are public or private, 

collective or individual

• The added value from such a collaborative approach 
stems from enhanced ability to tackle problems whose 
solutions
– span the division of labour, and/or 
– centre on a particular locality

Vorführender
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The COE Partnership Committee deliberated long and hard on the concept of partnership, based on the kinds of issue that I’ve just discussed, because getting the concept right is a necessary condition for knowing when, where and how to use partnership, how to start it up and to encourage its development, how to manage or evaluate it, and when to stop it.# Partnership is an institutional arrangement that shades into a philosophy.  #  It is a way of enhancing performance in the delivery of a common goal, by the taking of joint responsibility and the pooling of resources by different agents, whether these are public or private, collective or individual.   



Partnership: 
the PC-PA definition [3]

• The agents in partnership may bring with them 
conflicting or competing interests, and different 
perspectives, ideologies and cultures 

• So in democratic and legally-regulated contexts 
they seek to act together
– without loss of their separate professional identities
– without unacceptable or illegal blurring of powers 

and interests, and 
– without loss of accountability

Vorführender
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# The agents in partnership may bring with them conflicting or competing interests, and different perspectives, ideologies and cultures – #  so in democratic and legally-regulated contexts they seek to act together without loss of their separate professional identities, without unacceptable or illegal blurring of powers and interests, and without loss of accountability.  



5Is – Involvement – Partnership
Irish Youth Centres 

• Partnership as strategic background to individual 
operational actions 

– Each project had connections with wider ‘justice family’ of 
agencies eg on local probation project management ctee.

– Discussions between agencies on what activities to be 
done on whose premises

• Partnership in operations
– With parents of young person at youth centre - parent 

meetings if problem arises – for every negative issue, 
ensure they discuss 3 positives first. ‘Nurture programme’ 
in Dublin – developed this concept of the ‘compliment 
sandwich’

– Agreement with local Garda that no yp was to be picked up 
whilst on youth centre activity or at the centre itself - a 
means of preserving trust between centre and yps.



Involvement – of offenders
• Outreach – how to recruit young people to join youth centres & be treated

– Another crossover – outreach may itself act as preventive Intervention via 
development of trusting relationships and even the process of volunteering

– But that is no reason to confuse ‘working the streets’ with clear understanding of 
Intervention mechanisms

– Building trust on street – at both individual/group levels
– What if the street workers see the yps doing bad things – how should they 

respond so they maintain trust – eg by asking ‘should you really be doing that?’
– Softly-softly approach – crime problem not directly raised at first, may be 

mentioned in passing… get to know them initially
– Voluntary participation of yp rather than as forcible condition of, say, cautioning
– Anticipatory mobilisation of clients – building  relationships with yp that offer 

‘handles that can be pulled on’ when yp starts offending
• Once joined

– Keeping in – maintaining motivation – ‘career structure’ of building responsibility 
and status in the youth centre

– Handling of incidents such as theft/damage with acceptance & inclusion 
• Contact and re-entry 

– Methods for maintaining continuity pre imprisonment, during and post release



The roles people play in crime situations
‘Civil’ roles

• Owner/ user 
of bike

• Flatmate
• Other user of 

building
• Landlord
• Visitor
• Meter reader 

• …?

Crime-specific roles
– Offender = abuser
– Preventer

• makes crime less likely, by acting, or merely being present, before 
or during crime

• after first crime, preventer makes next crime less likely (eg wiser 
victim installs lock)

Preventer could act as
• Guardian of target
• Manager of place (environment or enclosure)
• Handler of offender
• Passer-by undertaking casual surveillance
• Designer of place, product or procedure

– Promoter
• makes crime more likely
• Inadvertently, carelessly or deliberately (eg buys very expensive 

bike for use in risky area, forgets to lock it properly, knowingly 
buys/sells stolen bike)

Civil roles & crime roles overlap, eg

– User, flatmate, visitor, landlord could be preventer or promoter

– Visitor or neighbour could be offender…



Realising the theft prevention principle of discrimination by 
differentially altering the instrumentality of the crime situation 
Being user-friendly whilst abuser-unfriendly

User-friendly = helping user achieve 
positive legitimate goals, whilst preventing 
crime & not promoting it

• Maintaining value of target property to 
user, and … 

• Reducing input of time, effort, cost to 
user of protecting it

• Reducing risk of harm to user from 
protecting it 

• Reducing/avoiding increasing any fear
inappropriately associated with crime or its 
prevention (eg paranoid signs/equipment)

• Increasing time, effort, cost to user of 
promoting crime (eg bike stand that 
guides user away from locking bike 
insecurely)

Abuser-unfriendly = hindering abuser
from achieving positive crime goals & 
avoiding negative ones

• Reducing value or reward from target to 
abuser (discouragement), and … 

• Increasing input of time, effort, resources, 
cost to abuser when attempting to acquire 

target or realise its value (discouragement) 

• Increasing risk of harm to abuser when 

attempting to acquire target or realise its 

value (deterrence – generally via law 

enforcement)

Note that influencing perception of these 

instrumental considerations is as important as 

influencing the reality – hence perceived risk etc –

slide 36



Involvement – Climate Setting
• Creating/maintaining conditions of mutual trust, acceptance and expectation 

in support of preventive action, whether through professional intervention, 

partnership or mobilisation

– Importance of staffing continuity so personal trusting relationships can develop –

how to preserve this with changeover to more centrally-managed arrangements?

– Sensitivity in handling serious incidents eg theft or damage in youth centre –

implications for relations with young people and their families; but also with 

Gardai

– Maintenance of good relations between enforcement and juvenile support arms 

within Garda 

– Openness and fairness in making resources of youth centres available to wide 

range of young people

– Making youth centre facilities available to wider community – helped to build trust 

and credibility
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